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Inerturbia Landscape 

A central part of architecture is the way in which the built and natural environments interact to provide sustainable modes of habitation.  In the 21st century of escalating environmental and 
ecological changes, learning from precedents and developing their potential is becoming increasingly important. 

A significant amount of land within traditional suburbia is lying quiescent.  Many suburban blocks consist of low rise, low density detached houses surrounded by a front and back lawn, side 
passages and driveway.  These liminal spaces need to be recognised and reactivated. The potential use of this ‘inerturbia landscape’ provides opportunities for integrated design solutions, an 
alterative model for sustainability and a new typology for the suburban block. 

Through the introduction and adaptation of housing types such as the terrace, shop-top and courtyard dwellings onto the suburban lot, it will create and establish this alternative re-interpretation 
of the suburbs.  Suburban landowners would then have the opportunity to introduce consolidation and vertical development by re-deploying their surfeit dormant land.  This having the potential to 
benefit not only the individual landowners but be more ecologically sustainable for a larger population. 

As a guiding factor the following will be considered for these systematic interventions and incremental changes to the suburban lot:

•	 Mixed	land	use
•	 Increase	density
•	 Street	connectivity
•	 Sense	of	community_the	neighbourhood
•	 Provide	services	at	walking	distance
•	 Less	reliance	on	the	car
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›    Most cities occupy fertile river valleys and coastal plains for the historical reason that they 
needed	to	be	close	to	their	food	supplies.		As	these	cities	expanded	they	encroached	on	more	
and more of the land around them, drawing their food from increasingly distant places.

›    Farmers at the city edge sold their land to developers, households and industrialists and 
moved away.  The urban population overtook the rural population.  

›    Cities drive food production out into more marginal country.   Increasing ‘food miles’

›   Farmers moving from this fertile growing land with further away land,  but need larger 
areas of land to produce the same quantity of food

›    Subtle forms of sprawl – golf course, horse farms, weekend retreats/resorts

›   Farmland is cheap (cities can afford to buy them), farmers can seldom afford to buy it 
back.

›   City authorities are under relentless pressure from developers, local politicians, home-
buyers to ‘release’ more land.

›    Taking away the most productive land, destroying food security

The rural-urban fringe is an important component of a metropolitan region. It provides a separation 

between the highly urbanised areas of a city’s suburbs and the rural areas beyond the city that often 

provide the land to grow a substantial portion of that city’s food production needs. However, as urban 

development	 continues	 to	 expand	 in	 an	 unconstrained	 form,	 such	 as	 is	 currently	 being	 experienced	

within Sydney, significant portions of land in the rural urban fringe are being stretched to their viable 

limit.

Common elements which are often indicative of sprawl include:

› 	 	 	 Low	 density	 housing	 spread	 across	 large	 areas	 of	 previously	 unused	 or	 farming	 land.		
Conflict between preservation of important rural land use, food production zones and to 
provide housing to an ever-increasing population.

›  Geographic separation of essential places such as work, homes, schools, and shopping.  
New housing developments have traditionally occurred on the outskirts or fringe of the city. 

›  Almost complete dependence on automobiles for travel. 
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